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For the class of 1982 ...
by Molly W ym an

The faculty meeting of March
17 resulted in the institution of
certain
distribution
requirem ents which w ill be
im plem ented next fall. The
requirements seem to be in
keeping with the reestablishment
of Freshman Studies this year.
Both place an emphasis on the
responsibility of faculty and
a dm in istratio n to somewhat
define the student’s education.
New divisions have been
established to classify all major
disciplines, from biology to music
theory, within the categories of
Humanities, Natural Sciences,
Social Sciences, and Fine Arts.
Freshm an Studies, Freshm an
Sem inars,
and
E ducation
courses are non-divisional and do
not count towards satisfying
distributional requirements.
Beginning with the class of
1982, students will be restricted to
more rigid requirements than
just taking 18 courses outside of
the major area of study. The new
wording of “ Rule 6” in the course
catalogue will be divided into
three sections:
a) students must present at
least three course credits from
each of three divisions.
b) students may present no
more than 25 credits from any
single division.
c) students may present no
more than 15 course credits from
any single department.
The institution of requirements
was in itially suggested by
Asst. Prof. Doug Greenberg, and
form ally proposed by the
Committee on Instruction. The
faculty voted it in with little
debate.
D istribution
requirem ents
were initially abandoned in the
late 1%0’s after a reevaluation of
the curriculum by the “ Povolny
Committee.” The new return to a
more rigidly structured course of
study represents a response to
currently universal college
trends. Berkeley and Harvard, for
instance, are presently ext a b lis h in g
“ g r a d u a tio n
requirements.”

The change at Lawrence,
however, has been implemented
to meet the needs of Lawrence
students in light of their in
dividual situation. A study of the
class of 1977 indicated that less
than
one-fourth
of
those
grad uating made c urric u la r
choices concurrent with the new
guidelines. An obvious question
involves the amount of respon
sib ility the student should
assume in defining his own
education and deciding what
constitutes the truly broad,
liberal arts education Lawrence
seeks to provide.
Rik Warch stresses that the
proposed alteration does not
represent a negation of student
responsibility but rather the
addition of the u n iv e rsity ’s
knowledge and experience.
Under the new plan, “ Lawrence
can articulate its educational
goals more clearly to itself and
its students.”
Greenberg adds that Lawrence
is not a specialized institution,
and that graduate school is the
place to confine oneself to any
one particular subject. He and
other faculty members feel .that
the liberal arts education should
provide tools for graduate school.
Research requires the ability
to organize, think, and express
oneself clearly.
The student is only slightly
restricted under the present
system.
Such
an
“ un
d if fe r e n t ia te d c u r r ic u lu m ”
requires that he be responsible
for selecting the wide variety of
courses constituting a liberal arts
education. The new plan em
phasizes the responsibility and
commitment of the university to
what the student is now free to do
himself.
If an advisor fails to encourage
the student to explore a broad
range of subject areas, the
student may avoid enjoyable or
beneficial courses. In the process
of completing a major the student

Cont. on page 3
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“The Four Temperaments” acclaimed
There are people out there
among you who think that there
are two and only two sides to
every question. They either vote
a straight ticket or not at all
They are stymied by yellow
traffic lights and unisex hair
salons. They also believe that a
dance show is either a flop or a
hit. This paragraph is for them.
The LU Dance Company’s annual
production, “The Four Tem
peram e nts,” is firm ly en
trenched in the “ hit” category. It
is worth your dollar. Go. See it..
The necessary rituals of the
dancers take place in full view of
the audience, including the
warm-up session before the show,
the placing of props between
num bers,
and even
some
costume changes. The audience
is invited into the preparation
process with the dancers so that
it may taste more fully all that
the dance demands.
The mainstays of the company
(such as Paul van Steelant, who
is evolving into the Lon Fiala of
dance) appear again and again

with an ever-changing galaxy of
lesser, or at least newer, lights
around them. Some of these
dancers who are new to the
Lawrence stage grace it with a
powerful presence, particularly
Ingrid Markman, returning after
a one - year absence; Armenrah
Loving; Elliot Berlin as the youth
in the Brahms; Carmen Ploetz
when she isn’t covered by too
much costuming; Quinn Curry,
Isabel Childs and Anne Fraioli,
who add a folk atmosphere to the
Praetorius; and Dan Stapleton as
a creditble apem an. Ralph
Harrison, a long - standing
member of the troupe, brings
great vitality to his dances, and
he and van Steelant pair up in the
second number to good effect.
Martha Biederman, Tess Gun
derson, and Wendy Watson are
all welcome veterans and take
part in too few dances for this
reviewer’s taste.
The dances themselves vary a
great deal and are at times
uneven, although they are well
perform ed without exception.

The first dance, Eno, is an in
spired, breathtaking work. It is
choreographed by the dancers
who perform it and makes use of
some
slowly
- unfolding
acrobatics
not
explored
elsewhere on the program. At
special moments the dancers of
Eno achieve a unity of ensemble
suggestive of a single living
organism rather than many.
The follow ing dance, by
Margaret Huggins, recalls some
of the images used in the first and
prolongs the sensation of unity,
although the movements are
quite different.
The mood is broken by the next
number, a duet based on a
marionette theme which has been
overdone these last few years at
Lawrence. The dance does have
some nice interplay, however,
when the puppets come alive and
really start moving.
The first dance of the Choleric
section is “thick,” that is, there
are some confusing costume
changes in rapid succession and

Cont. on page 4

Bruce Colwell discusses campus vandalism problem
by Judy Ingersoll
During the last few months,
Bruce Cblwell, Acting Associate
Dean of Residential Life, and the
Lawrence University Physical
P lant have been gathering
statistics concerning the in 
cidence of vandalism on campus.
Although the preparation of
statistics is not in response to an
“ outbreak”
of
van dalism ,
Colwell stresses the need for a
long-range program to deal with
this expensive problem. At a time
when
Lawrence
finds
it
necessary to cut-back faculty and
a d m in istra tiv e positions, it
seems imperative to save money
in any way possible.
In order to find some solutions
to the problem of vandalism,
Colwell plans to participate in a
workshop on vandalism and theft
sponsored by the National
Association of College Auxiliary
Services.
V andalism ,
which
tra d i
tionally has been viewed as
a problem of large universities, is
now considered a problem for
universities of all sizes. Colwell

claims that in comparison with
the large schools represented at
previous workshops he has at
tended, Lawrence residence halls
are in “good shape.” His ob
jectives are to maintain and
improve the condition of the
halls. He warns that as a small
school w ith lim ite d housing
funds,
“ the
danger
of
depreciation is g re a t”
at
Lawrence.
The problem is a cyclical one.
It is evident that attractive
housing units are an important
factor in student recruitment.
Increased enrollm ent would
allow for a corresponding in
crease in funds available for
housing maintainence. In ad
dition, worn-out and damaged
residence halls are more likely to
be mistreated. This results in an
even less attractive environment.
The serious nature of van
dalism explains the University’s
“ desire to take the hard line and
not let things deteriorate.”
There
is
an
increased
awareness on the part of the.
a dm in istra tio n that the v an

dalism problem must be dealt
with on a broader scale, and not
as isolated incidents.
Examples of this include the
constant “disappearance” of the
soap dispensers in the men’s
washroom at the Union. They are
currently being replaced, despite
the expense. One way to decrease
m aintainence
costs
and
discourage this activity would be
to replace the old-fashioned
dispensers with cheaper, more
durable ones or even with bars of
soap. Other practical suggestions
include the purchase of lounge
furniture that is large and heavy
enough to deter would-be
“ borrowers” from placing it in
their respective rooms. Buying
couches with attached cushions
would solve the problem of
replacing $30.00 cushions which
have been used to slide down
Union Hill.
There is a possibility that
students from residence halls and
personnel of the physical plant
will form a committee to explore
practical solutions to the van
dalism problem. At present there

is no such body which addresses
this situation or its solutions.
Colwell realized that fault does
not lie exclusively with the
students. He feels that if students
had more control over their
physical environment they would
act more responsibly toward it.
He is aware of the difference
between vandalism and ac
cidents, and feels that accidents
are inevitable due to the high
level of activity by the students.
However,
the
excuse
of
“ drunkenness” or “ willingness to
pay for damages” does not give
an individual the right to destroy
property and inconvenience other
individuals while that property is
being fixed or replaced.

In Colwell’s estimation, at
titude is the most important
factor in the solution of this
problem. “ Common sense and
self-descipline,” (and a sense of
responsibility) on the part of
students would result in a drastic
reduction
of
repairs
and
replacements.
Colwell suggests that because
the campus buildings are open
twenty-four hours, strange
people are bound to be attracted
and vandalism by non-students
will occur. He strongly suggests
that the student body be aware of
this problem and utilize the
security system should they find
someone on campus who does not
belong here.

Are You Wearing Jeans?

Today is National Wear Jeans
Ii Yoa're Gay Day
See Perspectives Column Inside
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Existent policy best policy?
This year the sororities and fraternities have designated
April 21-23 as “Greek Weekend.” As part of their activities, a
spaghetti dinner for all Greeks was planned. All sorority men
and women were to be assigned to a frat house where they
would prepare and enjoy the dinner together.
Scott Meyers, president of the newly-formed InterFraternity Council, approached Bill Fortune, Downer’s new
Director of Food Services, concerning transferring the board
of approximately 180 sorority women who would not be eating
in Downer or Colman to help finance that dinner. He was
refused.
Meyers then went to Bruce Colwell, Associate Dean of
Residential Life and eventually the issue was considered by
Vice-President of Academic Life Rik Warch. The answer was
the same. Meyers explained that all three administrators felt
that if his request was accepted a bad precedent would be set.
In an interview with “Mr. Food,” this reporter was told
that various other groups have also made similar requests,
and that to be consistant he had to refuse the one made by the
fraternities and sororities.
Other universities do partially reimburse student groups
who wish to hold an activity which includes a meal.
St. Olaf, a school twice the size of Lawrence, helps groups,
such as freshman sections or professors having students over
for a meal, finance these activities by transferring a portion of
the student’s board. The group is some times as small as 15.
The university, in support of such activities, requests the
dining card numbers of the people involved. What else is
required; the procedure can’t be all that difficult if so many
groups utilize it.
When this option was suggested to Mr. Fortune, he could
not say he would support it—but he did say it would be con
sidered and that he would ask Mr. Wrolstad for his recom
mendation on the issue. However, any change would require
some long-term planning.
All three adminstrators involved in the decision and the
support of the decision to refuse transference of funds are new
in their positions (Mr. Fortune has been with Downer ap
proximately one month). Downer’s past policy seems to have
dictated their action (except that Downer does transfer
student board when students sign up to fast in the campaign
against world hunger; in that instance 100 percent of board is
transferred. Meyers requested only the 40-50 percent which is
actually food cost.)
Mr. Food did say that he would “consider” changes. My
question is not why the fraternities and sororities can’t be
accommodated, although the idea of accommodating all
groups seeking transference of funds for such activities is not
an unimportant one. A more central question, perhaps, is why
all three administrators refused a request based on “policy”
without looking into and considering possible options.
If many groups have made such requests, as Mr. Fortune
explained they have, why weren’t options to accommodate
such requests ever considered before? Is existent policy
necessarily the best policy?

Pfriday’s Pfig Pfile
Lawrentians,

Many of the articles in last
week’s Law rentian involved
pfaculty
retrenchm ent
or
pfaculty resignations. The sur
face controversy was commented
upon by many other individuals,
so I do not wish to duplicate those
arguments. However, I do wish to
comment on a deeper matter ; the
possibility
that
the
ad
ministration has pforgotten the
ideals of a college education.
One of the major arguments in
pfavor of a liberal arts education
is the opportunity for personal
intellectual expansion. The
cutbacks in pfaculty may not
affect the curriculum on the
surface, but the loss of the
relatively new pfaculty that the
retrenchment entails will affect
the course structure. The ex
plosion of knowledge in the 20th
Century is, in some cases, almost
30 years ahead of certain Ph.D
dates. Because of this pfact, the
iron-clad retention of tenured
pfaculty necessarily limits the
topics that can be taught in ad
vanced courses. The addition of
young pfaculty will keep any
college in the midst of the
knowledge explosion. Otherwise,
the knowledge taught in classes

will slowly pfall behind the ad
vancing intellectual pfront.
The administration will argue
that professors will keep abreast
of developments
in
their
respective
pfields.
This
argument must be only partially
true. A Ph.D is awarded for what
is
necessarily
specialized
knowledge. A pfaculty member
may keep abreast of his specialty
and some related knowledge, but
the pace of intellectual expansion
will exceed all but the most
dedicated researchers. Pfor
example, a biologist with a Ph D
on cellular structure from 1960
would
need
an
advanced
chemistry degree in 1978 to pfully
understand recent developments
in cell m em brane transfer
systems.
Retrenchm ent may be a
pfinancial necessity. Yet if policy
limits the maximum educational
potential a student can expect,
the policy should be changed. I
agree with the pfaculty member
that called tenure “the Achilles
heel” of Lawrence. Because of
tenure, Lawrence may evolve
pfrom a liberal arts institution to
a “conservative arts” museum.
PFIN8TER PFING8TEN PFIG

LE T T E IU

Possible loss of Linguistics major “stinks”
Dear Editor:
I am writing this letter to ex
press my deep regret over one
unfortunate consequence of the
proposed faculty cutbacks.
The Linguistics Committee has
informed its majors that it might
not be possible to continue of
fering a Linguistics major at LU
because of faculty reductions in
the Psychology, Classics, Slavic,
and Spanish departments, and
they
have
recommended
replacing it with an “ In 
terdisciplinary
A rea”
in
Linguistics.

I do not disagree with their
conclusions; I am pleased that
the situation is being dealt with
realistically and that no more
students will be allowed into a
major that might not exist by the
time they graduate.
I am simply disappointed that a
fine liberal arts college, which is
what I hope LU can continue to
be, will not be able to offer a
major in a discipline that has
become increasingly important
(both
academ ically
and
socially), that covers such a
broad field, and that is attracting

so many students. LU should be
hiring a linguist and creating a
Department of Linguistics in
stead of being forced to limit its
study because there are not
enough professors to go around.
U nfortunately, I have no
constructive alternatives to offer,
except maybe firing an ad
ministrator or two instead of
faculty. I just wanted to say that I
hope the situation is not in
dicative of a trend, and that 1
think it stinks.
Sincerely,
CATHERINE O’CONNOR '80

Student expresses disappointment in Kovitz
To the Editor:
As I read Sonia Kovitz’s letter
is this week’s Lawrentian I found
myself feeling increasingly
enraged at her blunt judgement
of our student body. She deserves
to express her disappointment in
her unrewarding experience here
but I do not feel she has the right
to underestimate the personal
standards of students she has
never even met. She did mention
“a few exceptions” but that was
all the acknowledgement she
gave to the hardworking students
who, unbeknownst to her, are
slightly more than ‘‘a few.”
We who are enrolled and
labelled as “students” are first

responsible people who approach
everything we do wholeheartedly
and honestly. We enjoy reaping
the rewards of hours spent in self
- improvement.
Yes, surprisingly, we are
aware that the learning process
involves sweat and hours of
lonely hard work. If Ms. Kovitz
would venture down to the jam packed practice rooms of the
Conservatory or observe the
solitary late - night readers and
paper -writers in the library, she
could find plenty of evidence to
back my statement.
I, for one, do depend upon my
professors for help and in 

spiration but do not expect them
to hand me anything ‘‘on a silver
p la tte r.”
In tellectu al
and
emotional communication is the
most exciting part of student teacher interaction and most
vital part of the learning.
I have been accepting with
gratitude what Lawrence and its
terrific faculty have to offer, and
reaping rew arding success.
Please look around Ms. Kovitz,
that is if you’re not too jaded
you just might see more than “a
few” who share my point of view.
Most sincerely,
C Y D ROBBINS
Lawrence Conservatory, *81

Freshman complains of defensive faculty
To the Editor:
In response of Sonia Kovitz’s
letter in the April 7 Lawrentian: I
agree that “ there is little
tolerance for the slow, painful,
and private struggle that genuine
learning entails” but would like
to add that this apathy applies to
and exists among some of the
Lawrence professors as well as
its students. I have only been
here a little over two terms, yet I
too am very dissatisfied.
My unrest stems from the way
some professors here have
handled my education. I came to
Lawrence as a student who was
genuinely looking to learn
something and who never ex

pected to have my education
given to me ‘‘on a silver platter.”
I have worked extremely hard for
all of my classes.
At the beginning of this term I
went to discuss last term’s grades
with my previous professors. I
found that they were unreceptive,
on the defensive, and rather
unwilling to answer my questions
concerning my grades. Instead, 1
was put off and left without
having received any satisfactory
explanations.
I was really “bummed” after
this experience and decided to
talk to Dean Lauter. He was quite
helpful and further suggested
that I go see Mr. Warch about the

matter. He subsequently told me
to try and meet a second time
with my professors. Again, I
encountered a less than open
atm osphere. I also felt my
professors were being almost
downright rude towards me.
F in a lly , I encourage other
serious students who are having
problems in volv ing teachers,
grades, or whatever to do
something about them. Don’t let
them go unsettled because you
think there is nothing you can do
to change the situation. Speak up
See Dean Lauter or Mr. Warch
and let them know what’s on your
mind.
A member of the class of ’81

Confusion about Smith’s retrenchment plan
Dear Editor:
sort of maturation demonstrated
Last Friday The Lawrentian this year by L.U.C.C Keep it up!
(for the second time) elevated
Two more questions about
me to the chairmanship of my retrenchment need to be asked.
department. That burden rests The Post Crescent reported a
squarely on the thin but wiry public
announcement
by
shoulders of Ken Sager.
President Smith of a faculty
Your stories on the sensitive reduction of 23 positions of 1982.
issues of retrenchment and You report 15. What is the real
faculty resignations were well number?
done.
The
Lawrentian
is
Additionally,
the
Postbeginning to exhibit the same Crescent attributed to President

Smith a comment that of the ten
faculty members leaving this
year, only two would be replaced.
The Psychology Department
thinks
it
is
getting
two
replacements. The Conservatory
thinks it is getting a new band
director.
The
Education
Department thinks it is getting at
least half a position. What is the
real number?
Pann McCuaig

Thanks to the many working on Celebrate!
To the Editor:
I would like to thank the
Lawrentian for a rather large
article on CELEBRATE! ’78 last
week, yet, I feel that I must
elaborate several points from the
article.
Mr. Massey spent a great deal
of time
interviewing and
researching for an article that
proved to be just too long to print.
For example, there were only two
staff members listed at the end of
the article when, in reality, there
are eight people hard at work
preparing for every fact of
C E L E B R A T E ! ’78. (see the
Lawrentian, March 31). There
are also many volunteers who put
in thankless hours of their time in
typing, sending out mailers,
organizing various games, etc. I
must also point out that it is not
all "rabbi this" and “rabbi that,”
rather, this is a team effort arid
not an individual project.
Regrettable, too, that a smali
typo put Frank Duchow in charge
of contracting performers in
stead of contacting local and
regional media.
On the brighter side, I am

pleased to announce that several
funding sources have come
through with adequate monies to
assure our planning staff: Nancy
Pease, Jenni Ester, Dan Pannebaker, Erich Press, Ann
Reiselbach, Mary Jo Johnson,
and myself that we WILL have a
grand CELEBRATE! ’78. With
almost \of my budget request
filled, plans for an afternoon of

fun and frolic are proceeding full
speed ahead.
I again regret the tone of the
article last week. Writers and
editors
cannot
please
everyone...but I am pleased that
they make an effort to do so.
Sincerely,
Michael “ Rabbi" Slgman,
General Director for
C E L E B R A T E ! ’78

Apple fritters and smashed eggs
Dear Editor:
So what’s so funny? I don’t
think I ’ve lost my sense of humor,
but my first reaction at seeing
smashed eggs in front of Sage
and in the quad was not laughter.
My first reaction was disgust.
Eggs look strangely out of place
on cement sidewalks.
My second reaction was
dismay. I get the same feeling
when I see apple fritters being
thrown around in Downer These
may seem like unimportant in
cidences, but they are evidences
of the way we casually accept our
position as the "priviledged few”
in our society and in our world.

We “ play” with eggs and fritters
while others would kill for one.
We fight for Downer chocolate
chip cookies while others fight for
crumbs.
Some Lawrentians have proven
that they have the money to buy
fourteen dozen eggs so that they
could throw them at each other.
The problem is not the waste of
money, we have enough of that.
The problem is not the waste of
eggs, we have an ample supply
The problem is the uninformed,
insensitive attitude behind the
waste. Think before you pick up
that next fritter.
—SUSAN DILLON

14 April 1978
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Warch responds: More about Lawrence’s future
Dear Editor:
I would like to congratulate The
Lawrentian— and Pam Marshak
and Marcia Jaffe in particular—
for the full and responsible
coverage of the issues relating to
retrenchment. The April 7 article
concluded with a call for "other
perspectives,” and while a letter
from me may not be what the
authors had in mind, I ’d like to
respond to their invitation.
There are indeed other per
spectives on what is a national,
not a local phenomenon in higher
education. As one whose former
employer (yale) is running a
deficit in excess of $6 million and
as someone who lived through
that university’s two-year 20
percent reduction of depart
mental expenses (e.g., faculty), I
have at least one existential
benchmark against which to
measure Lawrence’s situation.
Last week’s editorial alluded to
Bryn M awr’s proposed faculty
reductions; other colleges and
universities are undertaking
comparable steps. Such efforts
are being planned—or have been
initiated— at other ACM colleges,
at various branches of the state
university, as well as in the
public schools. Understanding
the situation at Lawrence,
therefore,
requires
un
derstanding that larger context.

We are not alone.
So too, that understanding is
enhanced by a com parative
glance at student-faculty ratios
at other institutions of our sort. In
the ACM, for example, those
ratios include Lawrence’s low of
10:1,
C arleton’s
13.5:1,
Macalester’s 15.8:1, and Coe’s
high of 17:1, the ACM mean is
13.7:1, My calculator cannot
compute what it must be at
Madison. That we are taking
steps to bring our student-faculty
ratio into line with that of our
consortium colleagues is a
responsible effort. Our 1982 goal
is a 12:1 ratio, one which will
remain among the lowest in the
United States.
B roader
p e r s p e c t iv e s ,
however, do not obviate—
although they may temper—our
concern for the situation at
Lawrence. I do not minimize or
ignore that the decisions we have
been compelled to make are
difficu lt and testing. The
departure of teachers and
colleagues and the reduction of
positions are not pleasant
prospects But the course of study
here will not only remain rich and
vital, but it will change and be
renewed too. Faculty initiatives
in assembling interdisciplinary
areas are now underway.
Proposals to federal and private

foundations to support curricular
innovations have been submitted.
And many of our faculty continue
to evidence their intellectual and
scholarly abilities by receiving
research and fellowship awards
(four have received National
Endowment for the Humanities
grants for this summer, for
exam ple) and by publishing
books, articles, and reviews (34
faculty produced 80 of these in the
last academic year). “ Young
blood”—if by that we mean lively
and engaged minds—flows in
older veins too.
Members of the Lawrence
community have every right and
obligation to be aware of and
sensitive to a plan regarding the
university’s future. But they
should know that the plan being
im plem ented here is both
reasonable and gradual. It is not,
despite protestations to the
c o n tra ry ,
’ ’h a p h a z a r d ,”
Beginning in the end of January,
the President and I have had
meetings with faculty in every
academ ic departm ent of the
college to discuss faculty
reduction. The Law rentian
reported this fact in its February
3 issue. These discussions have
been important aspects of our
procedure and have contributed
significantly to the development

National wear jeans if you’re gay day
Yes, straights and gays, today
is National Wear Jeans if You’re
Gay Day, or simply Blue Jeans
Day (BJD) if you want to get
short about it.
Now obviously there are a lot of
people out there who are not gay
but still have the old denim
wrapped around unassuming legs
(yes it still counts even if you
have straight legs on). But that is
the point.
If you’re wearing jeans today,
you fall into one of four
categories: Either 1.) you never
saw the signs and table tents
indicating BJD. 2.) You saw the
signs but forgot about them. 3.)
You saw the signs and decided to
wear jeans anyway. Or 4.) You’re
gay and proud of it.
Number 4 is by no means the
“ ideal” answer, as far as we’re
concerned, although it is cer
tainly something we would like to
encourage on this campus. (Did
you know that statistically there
are over 100 gays on this campus,
and less than 10 of them are open
about it?)

Number 3 means you’re secure
enough (or defiant enough) in you
sexuality that you will wear your
jeans whether or not there is any
sexual-social stigma attached to
them. That is healthy too. Most
people who are that secure may
very well have little or no
homosexual tendencies and it’s
nice to know that you are con
fident enough that you don’t feel
threatened by hom osexuality.
Many homophobes (people who
fear homosexuality) are people
who are not confident and feel
they have to prove their
heterosexuality by condemning
homosexuality. (Anita, are you
listening?)
But being a number 3 also
means that you had to make a
conscious
decision
about
som ething you usually do
automatically and had to con
sider (or perhaps should con
sider) what it's like being one of
America’s “ most discriminated
against minority.”
If you’re a number 2, it
probably means you were too

Cont. from page 1

reestablishing broad guidelines
for course selection.
Greenberg would like to see
even more rigid, “ stringent”
requirements, but is satisfied
with the plan as it now stands. He
stated that he enjoyed and
benefited from science and music
courses he would not have taken
on his own in college.
He also stressed that, outside of
major requirements, the new
plan determines the department

may specialize within his chosen
area by taking, for instance, an
excessive amount of biology, and
choosing most of his outside
courses from
the natural
sciences. Lawrence, however, is
so strongly committed to the
liberal arts philosophy that it
seem
to
enroll
students
who wish to specialize at the
undergraduate level.
Greenberg
agreed
that
isolation within one discipline
may occur because of intense
interest or a fear of unrelated
subjects. He noted that science
majors are more likely to venture
into Main Hall than students of
the arts and humanities are to
take science courses.
The intensely com petitive
reputation of the pre-med
departments may frighten Main
Hall students away. Greenberg
stressed, however, that science
courses designed for non-majors
may be makeshift or second rate
in com parison to standard
science courses.
D avid Busse pledged the
support of the Admissions Office,
suggesting that Lawrence should
follow Harvard and Berkeley in
what seems to be a new trend.
Students today are less likely
than they were even five years
ago to choose a college because of
the number of courses required
for graduation. Parents of
prospectives visiting Lawrence
in recent weeks have reacted
positively to the idea of

spaced this morning to worry
about what little project the
Committee for Gay Awareness
had planned for the day.
Number 1 better get glasses.
If you are not wearing jeans
today, you fall into one of two
more categories. Either you saw
the signs and decided to play it
safe, or you simply don’t like
wearing jeans.
Playing it safe could mean that
you’re straight and you took the
signs very literally thinking you
really weren’t supposed to wear
jeans today. Or it could mean
that you were afraid others would
suspect that you (cross your
stars!) might be gay, and this
was your one chance to show
them once and for all how
straight you are. Hope it works.
For those of you who simply
don’t like jeans, we’re planning a
“ Wear Double Knit Pants if
You’re Gay Day” later this term.
STUARTSPENCER
Chairperson,
Committee For
Gay Awareness
and discipline of only six of the 36
courses the average student
takes during four years. There is
still plenty of room for a thorough
exploration of one’s own major
as well as enhancing it by con
centration in related disciplines.
Thus the new plan is intended
to add University responsibility
to that of the individual student
rather than to take away his
freedom to choose courses or
shape his own education.
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of our plans. The President is
correct in stating that the
decisions are his; it is incorrect
to assume that he has or will
make them without wide con
sultation. For the most part,
reductions will occur through
term inal appointm ents and
retirements. We shall not take
advantage
of
unexpected
departures simply in order to
make cuts; we shall, for
example, hire two new faculty
members in psychology.
Furtherm ore,
our
plan
maintains the present diversity
of academic departments and
majors, it spreads the reductions
among a ll divisions of the
university; it does not violate
Law rence’s contractual com 
mitment to any member of the
faculty; it will take effect not
once, but over four years.
Throughout that process and at
the end of it, Lawrence will be a
first-rate college.
It will also be an exciting and
stimulating one. Initiatives in the
academ ic program and in
campus life should combine to
make Lawrence a place where
traditional strengths are sup
plemented by new opportunities,
a place where students are
challenged and invigorated, a
place where striving for ex

cellence is a shared endeavor.
That some faculty express
dissatisfaction or disappointment
with the students should not
provoke dism ay but deter
mination. That 1978 is not the
1960s is a cultural fact, not a
moral failure. But that we can
profit from creative and spirited
dialogue and can more actively
seek occasions for intellectual
and social engagement cannot be
disputed. Self-indulgent self
scrutiny is not the answer. Selfconscious efforts toward shared
commitment to ideas, values,
each other, and our world may
be.
I
am not naive enough to
proclaim “ I have seen the future
and it works.” But I am bold
enough to assert that I foresee the
future and it does not frighten
me. It excites me. We are and
will remain a selective college
with a strong faculty and good
physical facilities. I believe that
Lawrence has the faculty and
student resources to aspire to
excellence. I am confident that
we posses the imagination and
will to achieve it.
Sincerely,
RIK WARCH
Vice President for
Academic Affairs

Commencement plans
by Anne Rieselbach
Colman hall from 9 to midnight.
Plans for this year’s Com Friends, a top name dance band
mencement week activities are will play at the party and Colman
near completion according to will be decorated in a ’20’s at
Sally Kienker, chairperson of the mosphere.
planning committee.
The baccalaureate service will
The speaker at the Com  take place Sunday morning at
mencement ceremony will be 7:30, with
Commencement
Jam es V. C unningham ,
a ceremonies beginning at 10:30
Brandeis faculty member who is a.m . After the ceremony a
a nationally published poet and reception will be held in the
the brother of the late Professor library.
M aurice C unningham . Cun
Various fundraising activities
ningham has received several have been planned to help finance
awards and grants for his work, the weekend’s events, including a
including grants from the car wash on April 26th, a film on
National Endowment for the May 3rd, and three booths at
Humanities.
celebrate. On May 26th there will
Commencement activities will be an all • school formal for the
begin Friday, June 9th. At 10a.m. benefit of the senior class.
there will be a rehearsal for the
Anyone interested in helping
C o m m e n c e m e n t c e re m o n y . with Com m encem ent plans
From 4 to 6 p.m. there will be a should contact Sally Kienker,
barbeque for all seniors and their Chairperson, or com m ittee
parents, and that evening there members: Jeff Edwards and
will be a concert given by selected Gary Robelin; social committee:
seniors at the conservatory.
Nan Ciacco; ceremonies: Barb
Saturday noon a buffet will be Fisher; Ushers: Tom Lindfors;
given by the Campus Life Housing
Department for seniors, parents,
a d m in istratio n, and invited
Anyone interested in helping
guests. The buffet will be on the with Com m encem ent plans
cam pus green with a band should contact Sally Kienker,
concert directed by various chairperson,
or com m ittee
seniors
playing
in
the members: Jeff Edwards and
background.
Gary Robelin, social committee;
A reception at President
Nan Ciacco, ceremonies; Barb
Smith’s home will follow from 2 Fisher, Ushers; Tom Lindfors,
to 4 p.m. and later the same Housing; or Lee Bellows,
evening a party will be held at Alumnae activities.

FA T
FREE
IS Coming

April
22,1978
(Blues with a Feeling)
F R E E B E E R — Cover $3.50
8:30to 12:30p.m.

Lower Level Lounge
2828 N. Ballard Rd., Appleton (Formerly Dot* 's Club)
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Cont. from page 1
this reviewer was left a bit
befuddled as to what it was all
about. I have been told that it
represents a young woman
reaching out, but it could be
about the socialization process in
general. There is an American
flag involved, which is heavy
symbolism in any case, and did
not help to clarify matters here.
The next, with music by Henze
and Holst, is a study of warfare
based on “ Planet of the Apes’’
and “Star Wars,” with some old style duelling thrown in for good
measure. In this dance, the most
interesting action is usually
taking place off to one side.
Watch for a tableau in which
Loving protects his terrified band
of fighters while the galactic
warriors prepare to mow them
down. There is a nice coincidence
in that Tess Gunderson and
Sherry Cassady have almost
identical bodies and make a pair
of frighteningly faceless space
fighters.
Moving into the Sanguine
section. Marynelle Teumer has
choreographed an exercise in
child’s play. The first section, in
which the children show their
astonishment at a suspicious looking ice cream sundae, suffers
from underlighting and the effect
is murky. The lights come up,
however, and the rest is good fun.
The
follow ing
piece
by
Huggins, takes place in an en
chanted forest setting complete
with nymphs. It is here that
Berlin makes his light - hearted
entrance, only to be love-struck
by the head nymph and left

forlorn in the last act. Louise
Anderson dances the nymph.
The following, a folk dance, is
lively and lovely to watch. It is
choreographed to a dance by
seventeenth - century composer
Praetorius and has the air of a
country fair.
There is an ef
fortlessly simple lift done by Tim
Melchert and Kathy Flom, un
spectacular but in itself worth the
price of admission. Again, it is off
to one side.

version of H a m le t with a
lightning - quick denouem ent
where everyone seems to get run
through in a matter of seconds. I
really do not know if the
characters are well - developed
because my attention was
demanded by so many parts of
the dance.
The finale, by Kim Longacre, is
an inspired piece of work set to
the
second
movement
of

—Photo h\Chet Hoskins

The Melancholy section begins
with a duet by Huggins and van
Steelant that looks lost in the
vastness of the stage but is in
tense, probably because these
two are a well - matched pair of
dancers. My only real complaint
about this dance is that I was
made to wait this long before
seeing Huggins onstage. Her
name has been synonymous with
dance at Lawrence for the past
four years and with good reason;
hers is an almost ethereal grace.
The piece that follows, by
Wendy Watson, is another
“thick” work, one with lots of
action taking place in a short
period. It is a knocked - down

U E |V >
Complete
n C II#
Music Center
musical instruments of all kinds
Special Attention Given Student Musicians
Rentals—New and Used Pianos—Organs—Band— Band and
Orchestra Instruments—Schulmerich Chimes and Bells

Beethoven’s Seventh Symphony.
The dancers represent different
sections of the orchestra and,
happily, Huggins is a featured
dancer. The ensemble work here
is excellent and one leaves the
auditorium satisfied.

Explorer club re-organizes and expands
The Explorer Club, a coed
branch of the Boy Scouts of
America, is a group of Lawrence
students with an interest in the
“great outdoors.” Activities such
as camping, hiking, biking, cross
- country skiing, canoeing, and
rock climbing are just some of
the interests which lie within the
club’s membership.
The Explorers have recently
geared themselves up by electing
officers who will fill a newly established system of executive
positions. Until this time most of
the responsibilities were carried
by an elite group of individuals
who can be credited for founding
the Lawrence chapter of the
Explorers. Mark Breseman,
founding father and resigning
president, along with his right
arms Julie Sasman, resigning
secretary and treasurer, Mark
Krolow, Betsy Timm, and Jeff
Heimerman make up this group.
The new officers include Paul
Heiring (president), Phil Brick
(administrative vice -president),
Jim Wilke (programming vice president),
Anne
Sexton
(treasurer), and Dan Dettweiler
(secretary).

Gaines “A Little Season”: LLFs first rock opera
by Dorian Gray Ross
“ A Little Season,” an original
rock opera, will premiere here
for a limited run.
Prof. Fred Gaines, author and
director of the play, explained
that “ A Little Season” was
w ritten
originally
for
television’s N E T. Playhouse
series. The play was an adap
tation of Gaines’ book "The New
Chautauqua." He was inspired to
remove certain characters from
the book and incorporate them
into a play for television. After
collaborating with composer

Charles Buffham , the play
became a “ Brechtian dram a.”
The present production of “ A
Little Season” contains very little
of the original message but still
revolves around the lives of a
traveling troupe of circus
players. The time and place are
undefined. The troupe consists
of an old clown, a whore, an
ingenue, a pimp, and a juggler.
They are joined by a recruit,
whose presence affects their lives
drastically. A trio of women
(Harpies) complete the cast.
Gaines describes “ A Little

Lessons by Professional Instructors

S i/fi'u tc A tfU c C ic n , ¿ n o .
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Heightened interest in the
outdoors has caused the Explorer
club to become one of the more
popular clubs on campus. In just
two years it has grown to ap
proximately 50 members.
Much enthusiasm is evolving
within the group. Plans are being
made for third term adventures.
The club will explore the shores
of Lake Michigan this weekend
with a camp -out at Point Beach
State Park.
If you are interested in
becoming an Explorer, call Anne
Sexton at ext. 346.

NOW SERVING

D e e p D is h P iz z a

Season” as sparse in nature
“ Actors working out their own
problems on-stage . . . dealing
with certain human priorities
that people don’t care to think
about.” “Theatre” Gaines ex
plains, “has become a circus and
it very seldom touches real life
anymore.” “ A Little Season”
presents actors-people who must
perform what will sell - what the
public wants to see -and not real
inner emotions.”
It asks the question, “ What
would the values be in a newly
created world?” Gaines believes
that different values would
replace the present ones! His
play examines the question and
gives an approximate answer. He
stresses, however, that the play
is “ basically not pessimistic.”
“ A Little Season” is a con
temporary “ rock opera” and
boasts amplified music as well as
spoken dialogue. The composer,
Charles Buffham, worked very
closely with Gaines during the
writing of this music-drama.
Gaines refers to this production
as a “play of intuition” with both
the playwright and composer
working conjunctly toward the
same goal.
The troupe of actors are per
formed by Mary Jo Howarth ’78,
Kerry Smith ’81, John Dudley ’80,
Rick Davis ’79, Dorian Gray Ross
’79, and Stuart Spencer ’79. The
Harpies are played by Jacqueline
Barlow ’78, Mary Thome ’79, and
Joan Truehart ’79. Jon Zilber ’80
is the music director. The band
consists of P aul B aum ann,
Matthew Gaines, John Goodman
’79 and Rick O ’Neill ’79. Llynda
Read ’80, is Asst. Director and
stage manager. Steve Newcombe
and Gordon Phettleplace '79,
were responsible for the sets.
This production will debut in
LaCrosse, Wis. on Friday, April
19, as part of the Wisconsin
Theatre Assoc. Convention.
Performances at L.U. will be
presented in Stansbury Theatre
on Wed., April 19, and Thursday,
April 20 at 8:00 p.m. Students and
faculty are admitted without
charge. All are invited.

DELIVERY TIL I A.M .

W . I o llc g e A v e n u e

7»*-» 181

Come See Bob, Harold and
Sh a ro n at
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10:30 a.m .
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CAMPUS
B arb ersh op
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Beyond craftsmanship, carrying on the Neilsen tradition
by Vanessa Jones
On April 17 in Harper Hall, Olaf
Nielsen will be the second of a
trio of student composers to give
a recital of his original works.
When asked for a general
characterization of his music, he
called
it
“ experim entally
oriented.”
Nielsen explained that most
composers begin by imitating
master composers, just as artists
may begin by painting replicas of
masterpieces. He has passed the
imitative stage in his own music,
and feels free to experiment with
various facets of style.
Although he feels no strong
linkage to any particular com
poser, Nielsen acknowledges the
influence of Chopin, Stravinsky
and Berg in his work. He also
feels an affinity with the Scan
dinavian composer, Karl Nielsen
(no re lation) and considers
himself to be “ carrying on the
fine Nielsen tradition.”
Nielsen considers himself to be
a part of a musical continuum,
despite his lack of attachment to
any one composer. He belongs to
the tradition of “ craftsmanship,”
which emphasizes the mechanics
of music.
Nielsen describes his music as
possessing
a
quality
of
carefreeness. He takes his work
seriously, but likes to think that
his compositions exhibit “ an air
of spontaniety and a subtlety of
emotion.”
Nielsen stressed that in 
spiration is a force almost ex

ternal to the composer. He begins
writing each piece with a definite
concept of the music, but “ I have
no idea, when beginning, what
the scope of the final product will
be.”
Nielsen distinguishes between
the acts of composing and im 
provising at the piano. He
composes the manuscript for
different instrum ental com 
binations. He regards his best
work with a “certain amount of
reverence.”
Improvisation at the piano,
however, is “like throwing paint
at a canvas. After a while you get
into the swing of it.”
Nielsen began writing music in
high school, but only made a
serious commitment to com
position last year. He finds
composing to be more satisfying
than perform ing because it
demands more careful thought.
He feels more of a drive for
perfection in his own com 
positions.
The recital will consist of
eleven pieces in various shapes
and sizes. The program opens
with a marimba solo played by
Christine Portzen.
Nielsen wrote the piece in
exchange for a lecture on per
cussion. It is an unabashed, lively
showpiece, designed to display
virtuoso technique.
The opener is followed by three
instrumental songs based on two
Gary Snyder poems and Yeats’
“Old Man Admiring Himself in
the Water” . The Snyder poems

LU-AAL lectures in Christianity
The
annu al
Lawrence
University - Aid Association for
Lutherans
lectures
in
Christianity will be presented at
Lawrence April 16 through 20 by
Rudolph
R.
Featherstone,
assistant professor of black
theology and m inistry and
director of the black - white
studies program at Lutheran
Theological Seminary in Get
tysburg, Pa.
Featherstone will present four
lectures on the theme of “ Human
Dignity” during his five - day
visit to the Fox Valley. The topic
will be addressed in part from the
vantage point of the thoughts of
the Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Featherstone will open the
series Sunday, April 16 with a
discussion of the topic, “ Creation
and the Question of Human
D ignity.” His second talk,
Monday, April 17, will address
the subject of “ Human Dignity
and Racism .” Both talks will be
presented at 7:30 p.m. in room
161 of Lawrence’s Youngchild
Hall.
Featherstone earned his B.A.
degree from Gettysburg College
and his bachelor degree from
Lutheran Theological Seminary.

yv

Ja

He went on to receive his Th.M.
degree from Harvard University,
where he is now a candidate for
the doctor of theology degree.
The Lectures in Christianity
series, co - sponsored by
Lawrence and AAL, is open to the
public without charge. More
information about the series can
be obtained from Graham
Waring, professor of religion at
Lawrence, who is coordinating
the series.

OLAF NEILSEN exhibits his air of spontaneity.
are “The Old Man” and “Run
ning Water Music II.”
Nielsen produced his favorite
instrumental song to accompany
the last Snyder poem. He states
that “it was inspired by years of
walking around in the moun
tains.”
The performance of the three
songs will feature Mike Cisler,
Jim Clinch, Patty Behn, John
Lutterman, Jim Bruneau, Sue
Lawrence and Pam Frigo.
An experimental Bassoon Duet
follows the songs, played by Sue
Lawrence and Tracy Clopstein.
The next three piano songs are
two laments against winter, and
a nonsense poem by Kenneth
Patchen called “Because the vine
wouldn’t twine.”

CONTACT LENS
W EARERS

Savemoneyonyour brandnamehardandsoil lens
supplies Sendforfreeillustratedcatalog
CONTACT LENS SUPPLY CENTER
341 E. Camelback
Phoenix. Arizona 85012

—photo by Chet Hoskins

The melodious song “Woman”
will be sung by Martha Durstein.
She will be joined by Jim
Bruneau, baritone, and ac
companied by Martha Schmitt
and Jan Rosenthal on flute and
Tracy Clopstein on oboe.
The marimba solo on the first
half of the program will be
mirrored during the second half,
by a virtuoso clarinet solo. The
piece will be played by Karen
Laarsen. Nielsen has taken
liberties with the twelve tone
scale in this composition. He
states that “this piece is without
comparison
in
clarinet
literature.”
Concluding the program is
“ Minnalonshe-A Fantasy for
Mezzo-soprano and Chamber

C ¿/or-d

Orchestra” . The piece requires
an unusually large number of
performers to be present on
stage. Nielsen has used delicate
scoring to insure that the
audience will not be overpowered
by the sound.
According to Nielsen, it is
extraordinarily difficult to get
m usicians together in large
ensembles. The Chamber Or
chestra piece is a near miracle as
no one is getting credit for it.
The audience should realize
that any performance with a
number of people requires highly
dedicated performers. “ I am
glad to see that dedication in
those who have helped me with
this recital.”
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GOING5 ON ABOUT C A M P U Í
Campus Notes
TONIGHT
5:00
p .m .—Lawrence
In 
ternational m eeting, Green
Room, Downer.
7:30 p.m .—Film , “ Children of
Paradise,” Y-161.
8:00 p.m .—Recital, John Haack,
’78, Harper Hall.
8:00
p .m .—Dance
Concert,
Stansbury.
9:00 p.m .—Disco Party, Colman
Dining Room.
SATURDAY
Pre-College Weekend.
7:00 a .m .-6:00 p .m .—MCAT’s,
201, 203, 208 Stephenson.
7:30 a.m .-5:30 p.m.—G R E ’s, Y161, 201 Stephenson.
8:00 a.m .-2:00 p.m.—PACE, 128
Stephenson.
8:30 a.m .-1:30 p.m.—LAST’S, Y161.
9:00 a.m .—Tennis, LU courts.
1.00 p .m .—Baseball, W hiting
Field.
1:00 p.m.—Men’s and Women’s
track, Ripon.
1:30 p .m .—Dance
Concert,
Stansbury.
3:00 p.m.—Tennis, LU courts.
7:30 p.m .—Film, “ Children of
Paradise,” Y-161.
8:00
p .m .—Dance
Concert,
Stansbury.
SUNDAY
Pre-College Weekend
7:00 a.m .-6:00 p.m .—MCAT’s, Y161.
12:30 p .m .—W orship,
Sage
Lounge.
3:00 p.m .—Recital, Colin Mur
doch, Harper Hall.
4:00 p .m .—Co-op
m eeting,
Riverview.
7:00 p.m.—SEC Meeting, Grill.
7:30 p .m .—Lecture, Rudolph
Featherstone, Y-161.
9:00 p.m.—Coffeehouse.
9:30 p . m .— T rever- C ousins
sandwich sale, Trever Lounge.
MONDAY
7:00 p .m .—Student R e cita l,
Harper Hall.
7:30 p .m .—Lecture, Rudolph
Featherstone, Riverview.
8:00 p .m .—Tour guide info
meeting. Colman Lounge.
8:30 p.m.—Campus host info
meeting, Colman Lounge
8:30 p.m.—Recital, Olaf Nielsen,
’78, Harper Hall.
TUESDAY
7:30 p.m.—Lecture, Jim Yeadon,
Riverview.
8:00 p .m .—R e cita l, W illiam
Storey, Harper Hall.
9:00 p.m.—Viking Room Movies.
WEDNESDAY
4:15 p.m.—Main Hall Forum,
M.H. 111.
7:00 p.m.—Lecture, Acting Dean
of Campus Life Dan Taylor,
Phi Tau House.
7:30 p .m .—Lecture, E lizabeth
Koffka, Colman Lounge.

Gustafson Award
The Ju d ith Ann Gustafson
Award is given annually to a
sophomore woman who in the
opinion of the selection com
m ittee best exem plifies the
qualities of scholarship, high
moral character, integrity, and
loyalty to her school and her
friends which were so charac
teristic of Miss Gustafson.
Members of the Lawrence
community are invited to submit
nominations for the Gustafson
Award to Daniel J. Taylor, Ac
ting Vice President for Campus
Life, Wilson House, as soon as
possible.
Koffka Speaks at Colman
Colman Hall is honored to
present . . .Mrs. Elizabeth Kof
fka—come and hear her speak on
“The Making of a Civilized
Person.” 7:30 p.m., April 19th in
Colman Lounge.
Deadline for Course Changes
Students wishing to add-drop
courses or select the S-U option
must petition the Committee on
Administration starting today.
Students may withdraw passing
through the last day of classes,
Saturday, June 3.
LUCC Elections
LUCC President
a. Q u alificatio ns. All c an 
didates m ust have at least
sophomore rank at Lawrence and
must be in good academ ic
standing.
b. N om ination of official
candidacy. Any qualified student
wishing to have his name on the
ballot for the LUCC Presidential
election must submit a petition
with at least one hundred and
fifty signatures to the Polling and
Elections Committee. (Due April
19, see Julie Dyer, 611 Kohler or
Randy Behm 704 Kohler).

7:30 p .m .—Lecture, Rudolph
Featherstone, Y-161.
8:00 p .m .—P lay, “ A Little
Season,” Stansbury.
THURSDAY
12:30 p.m.—Entertainment A la
Carte, Riverview.
7:30 p .m .—Lecture, Rudolph
Featherstone, Y-161.
8.00 p.m.—Recital, Molly Lieb,
’78, Pam Frigo, ’79, Harper
Hall.
8:00 p .m .— Play, “ A Little
Season,” Stansbury.

General
Announcements
Pre-Med Seminar
The Health Careers Advisory
Com m ittee
presents
a
Premedical Seminar, Monday,
April 17 at 7:30 p.m . in
Stephenson Hall, room 208. Jim
Beres, ’76, Pat Burch, ’76, and
Ann Van Tilburg, ’76, will in
form ally discuss their per
spectives and experiences as
medical students and the ad
missions practices at the Medical
College of Wisconsin and the
Medical School at the University
of Wisconsin.
Gay Alderman Speaks at LU
The first openly gay member of
the Madison City Council, Jim
Yeadon, will present a lecture on
gay awareness at Lawrence
University Tuesday, April 18, at
7:30p.m., in Riverview Lounge of
the Lawrence Memorial Union.
Yeadon’s Lecture, which is open
to the public without charge, is
sponsored by the Committee for
Gay Awareness at Lawrence
University.
Taylor Philosophy
“ Discussion of the Campus Life
Philosophy” will be presented by
Acting Dean of Campus Life Dan
Taylor. This discussion will be
held in the Phi Kappa Tau House
at 7:00 p.m. on April 19. The
entire campus is cordially invited,
to attend!
Organ Recital
Aired on WLFM
The Saturday, April 15 edition
of the weekly “The Auditorium
Organ” program on Lawrence
U niversity’s
radio
station
WLFM, 91.1 FM will include
H ind e m ith ’s Sonata No. 2 ,
Barber's Adagio for Strings and
A la in ’s Two Dances to Agi
Yavishta and “Choral Dorien.”
The music will be performed by
organist John Obetz.

LUCC Vice President.
Candidates for Vice President
must present the qualifications
and follow the same procedure as
the candidates for president.

JUDICIAL BOARD
1. Membership. The allUniversity Judicial Board is
composed of five students and
five faculty members.
2. Jurisdiction. The Judicial
Board judges the violations of allUniversity rules when such cases
are presented to it according to
the procedure specified in the
Lawrence University catalogue.
For petitions or more in 
formation call Julie Dyer ext. 362
or Don Sweeting ext. 640.

. . .For the finest service in stereo or T V, call

PR0Cft£$$IU£ ELECTRONICS
731-0079, 105 S. Buchanan, Appleton

Submarine Sandwiches

LU Band Presents Concert
The Lawrence University
Symphony Band, conducted for
the last time by Professor of
Music Fred G. Schroeder, will
present a spring concert Sunday,
April 23, at 8 p.m. The concert,
which is open to the public
without charge, will be in the
Lawrence Memorial Chapel, 500
E. College Avenue.
WLFM Broadcasts
CSO Concert
Young A m erican conductor
Leonard Slatkin will direct this
week’s perform ance of the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra to
be broadcast Sunday, April 16, at
9 p.m. on Lawrence University’s
radio station, WLFM, 91.1 FM.
Oriana Trio Presents
Noon Concert
A new piano trio from the
University of Wisconsin-Parkside
will perform at Lawrence
University Thursday, April 20, at
12:30 p.m. as part of the E n
tertainment A la Carte series at
Lawrence. The concert will be
presented in Riverview Lounge of
the Memorial Union and is open
to the public without charge.
Abortion Discussed
on "Confabulation”
The second program in a twopart discussion on abortion will
be broadcast Tuesday, April 18,
at 9 p.m. on the “Confabulation”
program on Lawrence Univer
sity’s WLFM, 91.1 FM.
Piano Trio Performs
In LU Chamber
Music Series
A young and talented group,
the Elysian Trio, will present the
final concert of the 1977-78
Lawrence University Chamber
Music Series Friday, April 21, at
8 p.m. The concert, for which a
limited number of tickets are
available, will be presented in
Harper Hall of the Lawrence
Music-Drama Center, 115 N.
Park Ave., Appleton.
Colman Disco
Hey what’s happenin’?
Not much? Well then come to
Colman Dining Room tonight at
9:00 p.m. for THE Disco Party of
the year. 50c charge. Prize for the
best-dressed couple.

Bass Player Wanted
Full-time gig-Bass player
wanted. E stablished 4 piece
group, “ Rough Road Band” ,
plays Queen, Heart, Fleetwood
Mac, Pink Floyd, C harlie
Daniels. Mostly club dates in
Wisconsin, Illin o is, M ichigan.
Average $250-$350 per week. Must
also sing-tenor or baritone range.
Call Gary Van Zeeland (agent),
788-5222. At Lawrence, contact
Laurine Gajewski, ext. 287.
Tour Guides and
Campus Hosts
Interested in being a Tour
Guide or Campus Host for the
Admission Office next year?
Come to an in form atio nal
meeting, Monday, April 17, in
Colman Lounge. 8:00 p.m. - Tour
Guides and 8:30 p.m. - Campus
Hosts. See you then! Questions?
Contact Tracy Grogan, ext. 585 or
ext. 293.
Apartments Available
Students needing an apartment
for the sum m er m onths in
Chicago can sublease from the
Urban Studies Program of the
Associated Colleges of the
Midwest.
The apartm ents w ill
be
available for any period between
May 20 and August 31. They are
furnished since each has been
occupied during the spring
semester by students on the
U rban
Studies
P rog ram .
Students should supply bed
linens, towels, blankets and the
usual personal articles.
The rent is $75 per person per
month, and includes utilities.
Persons interested in applying
for a place for the summer should
contact:
Sum m er Housing,
Urban Studies P rog ram , 743
North Wabash Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois 60611.
Main lla ll Forum
Discusses Women
in Medicine
Sociological aspects of women
in medicine will be discussed in a
Main Hall Forum at Lawrence
University Wednesday, April 19,
at 4:15 p.m. The lecture, which
will be held in Room 111 of
Lawrence’s Main Hall, is free
and open to the public.

Lawrence has an opening fo r an

ADMISSION COUNSELOR
Counselors recruit, interview, evaluate and correspond with pros
pective students and participate actively in other admission programs.
The successful candidate will have a baccalaureate degree, good
interpersonal and communication skills, ability to work independently
and complete projects successfully with a minimum of supervision,
willingness to travel extensively. Familiarity with Lawrence University
curricular and extra-curricular offerings also will be considered.
This is a full-time, year-around staff vacancy, offering fuH bene
fits and a competitive salary. Desired staffing date is July 1 or earlier.
If interested, submit your resume, a cover letter explaining your
qualifications, names of three references and when you would be avail
able if selected, to Mr. Whitcomb, Personnel Director, Business Office,
on or before Monday, May 1.

—LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY—
Appleton, Wisconsin
An Equal Opportunity Employer

% Ham & C h eese Sub plus
1 S m all S o d a , only

A M R O f’S

$1JL OO Reg. SI.40

RESTAURANT

With presentation of this coupon

Call ahead for fast service

731-0644

347 W . College Ave.

Take a Break
From Downer

A cross from the Viking T heatre

(Well Worth the Walk)

2 Blocks from Campus
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GOINGi ON ABOUT CAM PUS
ConNotations
Sunday April 16 at 3 p.m.
faculty member Colin Murdoch
will give a violin recital in Harper
H all. He w ill be playing
Copland’s Sonata for Violin and
Piano (1943), Beethoven’s Sonata
for Piano and Violin in A Major,
Opus 12 , No. 2, K re isle r’s
Variations on a Theme of Corelli,
and Franck’s Sonata for Violin
and Piano in A Major. He will be
assisted by faculty members
Robert
Below
and
Susan
Woodard. Judging from what has
been heard from his studio while
he has been practicing, this will
be a fantastic recital—don’t miss
it!
A general student recital will
be given Monday, April 17 at 7
p.m . in H arper H all. The
program includes harpsichord
works by Bach and Scarlatti
performed by Tim Fale, Ravel
performed by soprano Kathy
Kline, Piantoni performed by
Peter Olsen, horn, a Teleman
Sonata performed by oboists
George Riordan and Tim Clinch,
pianist Laura Storms performing
Debussy, and Serocki’s Sonatina
for Trombone and Piano, per
formed by Bob Braun and Linda
Martin.
Another faculty recital will be
presented Tuesday, April 18 at 8
p.m. in Harper Hall. Guitarist
W illiam Storey will perform
works by Milan, Narvaez, Bach,
Buamierez, Tarrega and Albeniz,
and also several traditional and
several
anonym ous
com 
positions. This is Mr. Storey’s

first recital since joining the
Conservatory faculty. Don’t miss
Thursday, April 20 at 8 p.m. in
Harper Hall, Pam Frigo, mezzosoprano, and Molly Leib, flute
will present a recital. Moily wili
play Sonata in F by Amalie,
Princess of Prussia, assisted by
Janet Palumbo, harpsichord. She
will also perform Tanner’s
Diversions for flute and marimba
with percussionist Chris Portzen,
and Milhaud’s Sonatine, assisted
by pianist Mary Heiden. Pam,
assisted by pianist Roy Underhili
will sing Rorem’s Poems of Love
and the Rain, a Song Cycle for
Mezzo-Soprano and Piano, and
“Oh! la pitoyable aventure!”,
Conception’s Aria from Ravel’s
“L’Heure Espagnole”

Personals
HERMIE SHELLHOUSE III, found
dead on April 9th just outside his
home, brought happiness to many in
life and shall continue to do so in
memory.
TO ICE FISHER: Perch yourself
on our doorstep Tuesday night.
Happy twenty-third.
Sam
TOMMY: Toads perish without
concern and affection. Interested in
saving one?

NO, NO, BILL ...take the cello
phane off, place the sandwiches “ en
masse’’ in a tray covered with foil
placed securely behind the sneeze
plate, shut down the wasteful sand
wich carousel (less ice and electricity),
and buy yogurt, not parsely. Now try
again.
BEACH DAY

Suntan the kiddies
Bring the old biddies
Drink beer and get giddy
There’ll be gals with big...smiles.
GREAT JA Z Z . . . Saturday Night
in Riverview with the Huge LUJE,
featuring Spike Sturm, motivator . . .
in the closing concert of their recent
tour.
FREE MOVIES in the Viking Room,
Tuesday, 9, 10, II p.m. I forgot
what they are for this week, but go
see them anyway.
TO THE ROCK HUNTERS: We
aren’t ignoring you - your proposal
has gone to committee so it may be
E.PG.C
next year. . . keep digging!
"D R . BOM BAY’S Medicine for the
Ear.” Fine jazz on W LFM , Sunday
midnight, 2 a.m.
“ THE LAST F O R M A L ” is coming
to Colman, May 26th. For EV ERY
BODY!

WRAP IT UP?

LAST SATURDAY night I donated
my tie-dyed sheet as a decoration
for the Plantz Formal. It was stolen
later during that night. Although it may
sound ridiculous, that sheet has a
lot of sentimental value to me. I
would really appreciate it if whoever
took it would please return it to Plantz
Thanks.
AndyGosnell

Ye*, sir! G ift wrapping is one of
the free services at Pah-low s
For 15 years we’ve been selling
luggage, leather goods and gifts
in this area. And, we still believe
in pampering our customers . . .
we love all of you!

~THI RD FLOOR PLANTZ watchout! See you on Sunday at 1:00 sharp.
Love and Kisses.
Second Floor Ptantz

301 W. College, Ph. 731-5231

PAH-LOW’S

On Saturday, April 22, the
American Cancer Society and
Circle K are organizing a
door-to-door campaign in the
area
near
Lawrence
University to collect funds for
continued cancer research
and to increase public
awareness of the services
offered by the American
Cancer Society.
T he
fraternities
and sororities are par
ticipating in this worthwhile
cause as part of their Greek
Day activities. However,
more students are desperately

needed to help go door-to-door.
Interested students are
asked to meet in the Viking
Room, Saturday morning at
10:30. The event should last
approximately two hours.
Donuts and orange drink will
be served to those par
ticipating, and certificates for
hamburgers will be passed out
at the completion of the
campaign.
Questions concerning the
cancer drive can be answered
by contacting Erich Press
(ext. 636) or Rachel Nadel
(ext. 353). Everyone’s help is
greatly appreciated!

CAMPUS LIF E LINES
What a circus!! Thanks RLC. Furthermore, in keeping with the
Task Force’s recommendation that campus organizations plan ahead,
Campus Life would like to announce that the Royal Lichtenstein
Circus will return to Lawrence on March 30, 1979. How about that,
task-forcers ! Be sure to mark the date on next year’s calendar when
you get one—otherwise you’ll be a year behind time.
Students interested in planning next year’s HOMECOMING
should contact Mary Reed (ext. 361) right away.
We are looking for two or three responsible students to assist with
setups (arranging furniture prior to programs, etc.) in the Memorial
Union; these are student payroll positions. If interested, call Tom
Lonnquist at extension 542.
Talk to Tom also about tournaments in all sorts of areas—trash
sports, College Bowl, etc.
Wednesday (April 19th), Viking Room: Happy Hour Prices—free
posters—free raffle for beer lights and signs.
Two new programs sponsored by the Office of Residential Life can
help you improve the appearance of your hall. First, some money is
available for minor improvements (reupholstering and so forth); for
more info, contact your Head Resident or House Council President.
Second, you can paint certain areas of your dorm (e.g. basement, TV
or study lounges) if you follow the instructions in the Student Paint
Contract; see your Head Resident or talk to the Office of Residential
Life for details. Most hall improvements require more time, energy,
and imagination than bucks.
Clip and Save

ip

C o -o p O f f i c e H o u rs

ff

Mon. & Tues. 4:00-5:15
Wed., Thurs, and Fri.
10:30- 11:45

jco ■

C O H K E T 'S

; OR

226 E. College Ave.
739-1223

Clip and Save

P le a se buy all the books
n eed ed for your c la s s e s a s
so o n a s p ossib le.
u n s o ld b o o k s ,

W a tc h F o r U pcom ing

CO-OP E V E N T S
Mad Vans to Madision......................May 5, 12, 16 and 23
Vans to H ighcliff.................... April 20, 25, May 4 and 11
VANS TO CONCERTS«
REO Speedwagon...............................................April 27
Foreigner, Nazareth, and
Jefferson Starship Concert.............................May 26th
Call During Office Hours

s t a r t in g

6 th
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Appleton ruggers taught lesson in Madison match
by Adolf Spike
Last winter at the Wisconsin
Rugby Football Union meeting,
the Appleton Club was a p 
proached by the oldest and most
experienced squad in the state
and asked for a game this season.
The Wisconsin Rugby Club (the
granddaddy of all Wisconsin
Rugby clubs) was interested in a
match with the young Appleton
squad. This was quite a gesture of
recognition of Appleton’s young
and growing program because
The Wisconsin Rugby Club plays
a cosmopolitan schedule which
includes teams from Michigan,
Minnesota, Iowa,
E ngland,
Frahce, and Wales.
For all intents and purposes,
Wisconsin might just as well have
scheduled a rugby clinic on
behalf of Appleton last Saturday.
Our young ruggers fell victim
to a tenacious scrum and to
overall team play that has not
been witnessed by our club to
date. The final scores, 25-4 in A
game and 42-0 in B game, were

indeed reflective of Wisconsin’s
domination.
If Wisconsin’s backfield was
good, then their scrum was
phenomenal. The rucked and
mauled for the ball like men
possessed by demons and, even
worse, they played together like a
pack of hungry wolves. Whenever
the ball hit the “carpet” (as the
ground is called in rugby) three
or four Wisconsin forwards would
pounce on the loose ball and blast
upfield with it. Often they would
march as a pack toward the try
line, and only give up the ball
grudingly to their backfield as
a last resort. This kind of power
rugby takes years of playing
together to perfect. Indeed, it was
learned that the team has been
playing as a unit for over five
years, with several players
having fifteen years experience
at the game.
The Appleton backfield looked
much better than our forwards
when they got the ball. Un

fortunately, our backs rarely had
the ball “cleanly” presented to
them by the scrum, and thus had
to struggle with the erratic
bounces of the ball that are
always associated with “ untidy”
play.
Special mention goes to Steve
Anderson, a native of Appleton,
who fought off Wisconsin with
both his foot and mouth all day
long. Almost every time that
Wisconsin
m arched
w ithin
scoring distance, reliable “ An
dy” would boot the ball fifty
yards upfield and then taunt the
opposition to “ Try ' again,
suckers” Without Anderson, the
score could have easily been 40-4
in the A game. Anderson scored
Appleton’s lone try.
On Sunday, a weary and
drunken Appleton Club took on
the school team, the University of
Wisconsin (a different team from
S aturday).
U niversity
of
Wisconsin was not as tough or as
experienced as the club of the day

Larry U. strikes out down South
by D. (iennerrett
Spring Term has finally
blossomed on the Lawrence
campus, and along with the
springtime emergence of gnats,
dandelions, and Gay R ig h ts ’
Days, comes the opening of the
Lawrence baseball season.
Actually, the “Diamond-Vikes”
have been playing baseball for
the last three weeks, and have a
dismal 3-8 record to show for it.
Basically, the 1978 edition of
the Lawrence baseball team is
the same as last year’s Midwest
Conference Championship club.
Only Jim “ I like Gorm an
Thomas” Wilkinson and Mark
Faust are missing from last
year’s team which went 21-8
during the regular season and
made a token appearance at
NCAA Division I I I Regional
Tournament. But something else
is also missing from this year’s
baseball
team ,
and
that
something is abstract, call it
“magic” , which made last year’s
“Go-For-It” guys winners.
The 1978 Baseball Vikes lost six
games on an extended Southern
tour, while only managing to win
three. Dave “ a couple up” Hill
and Frank Kloida combined to
stop U. Tennessee. Martin in the
very first game of the season and
John Bill bested Southwestern at
Memphis, in the first game of a
twin-bill in Elvis country. The
Vikes also managed to beat In
diana State once out of four tries,
with Dave Hill picking up the
victory.
Last Wednesday, Lawrence
opened up its Northern season
and promptly fell flat on its face
by dropping two games to the
always
hopsitable
M ilton
Wildcats. Boots, bobbles, and
bone-head plays were the order of
the day, as they ruined some fine
pitching from Hill and Rich
“ baby Bull” Faust. After the
Miit.on games, the team seemed
demoralized and was saddled
with a 3-8 record.
The Vikes are hoping to turn
their season around starting
tomorrow with a doubleheader
against Arch-rival Ripon at
Whiting Field. Rumor has it that
the team w ill continue the
generosity of years past by
providing its fans with free
refreshment. As an added bonus,
Bill Simon promises to smile for
the first 100 fans who cram their
way into the W hiting Field
bleachers.
Since the Lawrence baseball
team does not provide programs
for its fans, and since everyone
knows you can’t tell the players
without one, The Lawrentian
proudly presents its version of
the 1978 Lawrence University
Baseball P rog ram ,
penned
(poisonedly) by yours truly D.
Gennerrett. With the help of this
program , each baseball fan
should be able to follow the antics

of his favorite ballplayer.
OUTFIELD
No. 7 Jeff Heimerman LF—After
spending a season in London, Jeff
returns to the Vikes as a solid left
fielder. Although he currently
isn’t batting his weight, he has a
strong arm and is good at running
into fences. A constant com
petitor. Throws: R, Bats: R.
No. 9 P aul S caffidi C F —
N icknam ed
“ The
Condor”
because of his swooping descents
on ground balls hit to his area.
Paul is also a constant threat *o
walk, and once that happens, it’s
a sure bet that he’ll miss a sign
and steal. Opposing catchers love
him. Paul possesses a fine arm
and knowledge of the game, but
loses everything because he is
Italian. Listen for the “ Caw.”
Throws: L, Bats: L.
No. 12 Dave Wille R F—Actually
Dave plays wherever he is
needed, and often when he is not.
He is currently batting over .300
which puts him in elite company,
believe me. Watch for Dave’s
blinding speed as he moves his
cute 1’il rear around the bases. He
has nice glasses and models
shorts in his spare time. Throws:
R, Bats: like a little kid.
IN FIELD
No. 13 Geoff Grieve IB—For
those of you who don’t know,
Geoff chews tobacco. He has
developed the fine art of spitting
and frequently uses umpires and
opposing base runners as targets.
A fine defensive first basemen
who’s only problem is that he
can’t jum p 10 feet high for errant
throws from third and short. Also
swings a hot bat which is just
starting to defrost. Throws: L,
Bats: L.
No. 8 Mike Ladevich 2B— Despite
his red hair, Mike is still hitting
at a .314 clip. He possesses one of
the quickest bats and strongest
arms on the team. A steady
performer who grunts a lot.
Throws: Too hard, Bats: L.
No. 20 Jim Petran SS—The only
left-handed shortstop this side of
Angola, Jim covers more ground
than Dan Taylor does at
Fraternity Quad Wars. Jim holds
down the coveted No. 9 position in
the Lawrence batting order, but
has recently shaved off his
moustache in hopes of improving
his position. J im ’s strong arm
allows him time to smile (he
always does) before throwing out
a runner. 1977 LU Face Award.
Throws: L, Bats: R.
No. 16 Paul Gebhardt 3B— Last
year’s “ Kong” has turned into
this year’s “ Swish” by virtue of
his tremendous strikeout rate.
Also leads the Vikes in errors and
hatred. Watch for the hidden ball
trick. If an opposing runner
reaches third, it’s because he’s a
master at it. Throws: Weakly,
Bats: K.
No. Rill Simon C—This guy is
such a “ Mombo.” A strong hitter

and cagey backstop, Bill is known
for his enthusiastic mouth. Leads
the team in getting hit by pitches,
otherwise always pulls the ball.
Has a good Southern accent.
Listen to him on Saturday.
Throws: R, Bats: R.
PITCHERS
No. 19 Rich Faust—The best 0-4
pitcher on the team. “The Baby
Bull” has a good fastball and
decent curve, but has run into a
lot of tough luck so far this year.
It seems that his own fielders are
his own worst enemies so look for
Rich to fan 21 Redmen to pick up
his first win. Punches cows in his
spare time. Throws: R, Bats:
With the wrong end of the bat.
No. 17 John Bill— “J.B .” is
perhaps the best pitcher on the
team, and its best hitter as well.
He is currently batting over .400.
An extremely emotional pitcher,
John can beat anyone when he’s
hot. Matches, anyone? Throws:
R, Bats: a ton.
No. 11 Dave H ill— Dave is
currently vacationing in the
Bahamas. When he returns he
will undoubtedly have his
“major league fastball” in top
working order. Winner of 1978
PP&P Competition (Punt, Pass,
and Pop-Up) Helium baloons now
appear approximately 300 feet
straight up in front of home plate,
marking the “all-time” pop-up.
Throws: R, Bats: up.
There are num erous other
m em bers of the Lawrence
Baseball team who see action and
will be making headlines as soon
as the weather gets a little better
and the games start rolling
again. Watch and listen for the
antics from “the bench” as the
boys do their best to distract
opposing teams.

before. Our scrum did much
better in loose play with the
result that the backfield had
more opportunities to score. U. of
Wise, did score three hustling
tries before half, and led 14-0.
Brian “Zane” Fero hit on a
field goal early in the second half,
and then sc ru m h alf Jerry
“Toad” Mittet scored an “up and
under” try for Appleton.
Dave Page scored on a nifty
maneuver by the forwards and
F ero’s incredible deep-angle
extra point boot cut U. of Wisc.’s
lead to three. By the way, for all
of you Lawrentians who know
Dave Page, he has recently been
declared “ legally insane” by a
circuit court judge in Madison.
In the end, Appleton’s inex
perience left them unaware on a
backfield fake by U. of Wise., and
the resultant 70 yard run for a try
put the game on ice late in the
second half.
The SPIKE STUD OF THE
WEEK AWARD is granted to

Peter Prichodko, a Phi Delt.
Pete, a rookie to the game, plays
a brand of rugby known as
“ reckless aband o n m e n t.” His
self-denial and seeming inability
to feel pain makes for quite a
weapon in Appleton’s backfield.
Last week, Pete knocked a B side
rugger right into the hospital with
a concussion after a vicious hit.
Prichodko and the rest of the
Appleton Rugby Club will be
playing a home m atch this
Saturday on the I.P.C. field
beginning at 1:00 with the A
gam e, to be im m ediately
followed by the B contest. The
opponent is the West Side
H arlequins who are an ex
perienced and excellent club
from Milwaukee. It promises to
be a good hard-hitting exhibition
of raw rugby talent. As always,
there will be a gala post - game
celebration to which all spec
tators are invited.

Lawreijtiaij
Sports
Track team wins twice
by Kevin Retelle
The Lawrence University
men’s track team opened its
spring season with a pair of
victories this past week. The first
win came over Beloit and Ripon
on Saturday, followed by a
Wednesday dual meet victory
over St. Norbert’s.
In the first triangular with
Beloit and Ripon the highlights of
the meet were performances by
L.U.’s Ron Wopat and Jim Miller.
Wopat was a triple winner in the
javelin, shotput and discus. In the
shot-put Wopat broke his own
record by one quarter inch to
push the Whiting Field record to
52’6 I 4M. In the two long distance
events Jim Miller proved un
beatable. His time of 30:4C.2 in
the 6 mile run gave him a new
L.U. Varsity and Whiting Field
record as well as first place. In
the 3 mile event, Miller ran a fine
tactical race to win in 15:42.9.
Other first place finishers
included Rob Stevens in the long
jump; Bob Eddy, the high jum p;
Joe Socha, the triple jump, and
the 440 yard relay team of Rob
Stevens, Peter Wehr, Bruce Rose
and Ron Wopat. The final score of
the meet was L.U. 73, Beloit 63
and Ripon 41.

In the dual meet with St.
Norbert’s fton Wopat was again
the big scorer with wins in the
shot-put, javelin, 100yd. dash and
discus. This week it was the
discus record which fell as Wopat
threw 167’11” for a new L.U. and
Whiting Field record. Jim Miller
was a double winner in the 1 and 3
mile events. Also a double winner
was Joe Socha in the 120 yd. high
hurdles and the triple jump.
Winning their respective events
were Rob Stevens, long jum p;
Bruce Rose, 440 yd. intermediate
hurdles; Bob Eddy, high jump;
and the 440 yd. relay team of
Stevens, Wehr, Rose and Wopat.
This meet was a tough one as
the tide did not turn in the favor
of the Vikings until the second to
last event. In this event, the 3
mile run, Jim Miller, Kevin
Retelle and Jeff Hawley placed 12-3 to insure the victory. The final
score was L.U. 77, St. Norbert’s

66.
This weekend both the men’s
and women’s teams travel to
Ripon for a meet against their
arch-rival Redmen. On Friday,
April 21st the women will com
pete in a home meet against
Carthage and Carroll. Come out
and support your team.

Netters win despite Walker’s loss
by Charlie Root
and Eddie Cicotte
The Lawrence U niversity
tennis team appears headed for a
.500 season after splitting two
m atches in M ilw aukee on
Saturday. Sophomore Cron
Mueller, senior Gary Robelen,
and freshmen Greg Leslie, Dan
Bern and Ron Lamberton all won
singles
m atches
against
Milwaukee Area
Technical
College. The meet score was an 81 upset win for Lawrence (“ I
guess any time we win it’s an
upset,” sighed Cron M ueller
later). Adding to the team ’s
morning bliss and winning their
exhibition matches were local
hero Tom W oznicki, Bobbo
Heilbronner and even Ron Kopp,
the clockwork loser.
The one disappointing note in
the match was the failure of Tom
Walker, the newly elected cap
tain who is only a junior,
(eyebrows have been raised
questioning whether or not

Walker is old enough to lead the
teams properly) to win the numb
er one singles match. Walker’s
uninspiring play provided a
classic example of how not to
open a season. Losing by the
almost shameful score of 6-1, 1-6 ,
6-4, Walker, a brooder, seemed
unaw are of how much the
younger players look up to
“Tom,” as they call him. Only
time will tell if Walker can live up
to the expectations of Coach
Poulsen, the Lawrence Mentor of
Tennis. Mrs. Poulsen is in her
first year of coaching. She
replaced Miss Mary Heinecke,
who reportedly is finding herself
in the Central American jungle.
In the afternoon Lawrence
played University of Wisconsin Milwaukee and were thrashed 63. The number one through four
singles matches were lost. All
four players had sore arms. Bern
and lamberton won their second
singles matches of the day,

although Bern’s bid for his fourth
overall win was marred later on
when he had the less than lucky
chore of playing doubles with Tom
Walker. Walker said he was tired
from a three - set singles match,
but Greg Leslie was heard to
sneer that Walker was “dogging
it.” A showdown in the next few
weeks as to who gains control of
the team seems likely. To their
credit, Leslie and Gary Robelen
(an adm itted neo-Walkerian)
took the 3rd doubles agains UWM
6-1, 6-0 . Mueller and Lamberton,
presently latent in the internal
L.U. tennis power struggle,
dropped the 1st doubles match by
a 6-1, 6-2 score.
In sum, there is room for im 
provement and fiascos could be
forthcoming as Lawrence takes
on Green Bay, Oshkosh, and St.
Norbert’s this week. These will be
played at home, and some 4,000
fans are expected to jam the
I^awrence courts for each meet.

